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STOP PRESS

SOLID BENEFITS

SOLID TECHNIQUES

� Students are Inspired and Motivated -
Ready to learn & easy to manage.

� Increased placements across industry
sectors. Develop a talent-pool of
bright engineers & become preferred
destination for blue-chip companies.

� Opportunity to adopt latest & patented
learning solutions, which is a blend of
Education, Information Technologies
& Modern Psychology.

� Draw from the experience of live-wire
industry professionals - CEOs, CXOs
Directors & Entrepreneurs.

� Keep pace with industry requirements.
Become one of the premier
institutions, which new generation
dream to get in.

�  integrates
compartmentalized knowledge of the
course syllabus in an inspiring way to
build objectivity & pride in the course
one is attending.

�  uses Cognitive
Educational Psychology & Artificial
Intelligence techniques in skill
acquisition process. It targets the
student where it influences most - their
heart!

�  employs World’s No.1
Knowledge-based Communication
Program, that ensures fast &
sustainable communication skill
development.

�  include’s World’s No.1
Job Interview Simulator along with
other professional simulators!

�  provides industry-best
assessment techniques & Placement
Assistance!



SOLIDLY BRIDGING THE GAP

Skill has become a commodity.
Routine engineering services are
available at low-cost and can be
located anywhere in the world.

Employers expect extensive
exposure to innovation and
entrepreneurship, which in turn
requires students to become
superb communicators and to
understand the context of their
work.

Therefore, the entrepreneurial
engineer of the twenty-first century is
someone who:

 can find information
about anything quickly and knows
how to evaluate and use the
information. The entrepreneurial
engineer has the ability to transform
information into knowledge.

 understands the
engineering basics to the degree that
he or she can quickly assess what
needs to be done, can acquire the

tools needed, and can use these tools
proficiently.

 has the communication
skills, team skills, and understanding
of global and current issues necessary
to work effectively with anybody,
anywhere.

 has the imagination, the
entrepreneurial spirit, and the
managerial skills to identify needs,
come up with new solutions, and take
it into the world.



 the central
body of knowledge, experience,
methods, and attitudes that form the
fabric of the engineering profession,
that continue to be valid and
important.

 the unifying
and interdisciplinary aspects of
engineering rather than the parochial
interests of individual disciplines.

 experimental
methods in engineering; their use in
analysis, design, development, and
manufacturing; and the
interpretation and effective
presentation, both written and oral,
of experimental results.

 the
computer as an aid to study; an
object of study; a professional tool;
an intellectual tool; an instrument for
social change; and most important,
its revolutionizing impact on the
nature and practice of the
engineering profession in all
disciplines.

 the use of a
wide variety of educational
methodologies and technology to
improve efficiency and effectiveness.
A special emphasis on self-paced
and directed study to develop skills
and attitudes essential for continued

professional development after
graduation.

 the
imperative for continuous and
vigorous lifelong learning for
professional achievement and
personal enrichment.

 excellent
written and oral communication as a
prerequisite of professional success.

 the ever-
increasing importance of social
awareness and responsibility of the
engineer and the profession.

With continuous positive inputs,
eliminates the

root causes that build
resistance to learn.

 This program consistently
make the student realize the “current
realities” around them. It also
explains how excellent professionals
fail in industry & society and answers
this difficult question “

” in hundreds of ways.

 Espoir
Solide is designed to instill prestige
& pride in the branch of engineering
one has chosen. With this approach,
students show class, have pride, and
display character. When the spark is
from within, winning takes care of
itself.

- instead of
compartmentalized examination
subjects.

 The higher-level
thinking skill of synthesis is attained
through this program.

 uses scientific
assessments so that each student
realize his/her personality type and
the suitable/effective way to learn.
This increases the efficiency,
develop self-esteem and reduces
frustrations.

Beyond memorization and routine
applications student is seduced to
enter into the world of analysis,
synthesis & evaluation. Participants
face realistic viva-voce in technical
subjects any number of times.

The careful
application of reason and the
deployment in their own profession.
This program is designed in such a
way that the student who achieve

mastery over this will be well ahead
of most of their peers.

program stresses on this
most important virtues an employer
seeks in their employees.

Right
questions to others as well as
ourselves. It is the most critical ability
a leader in the 21st century must
possess.

World’s
No.1 Knowledge-based
Communication Enhancement
programs. Smart English through
Technology & Science.

Espoir Solide has
in-built modules for GATE/CAT.

From
concepts of business/personal
excellence to handling tough
situations at work!

World’s No.1
Simulation Program with over
sixteen professionals specializations.



conceptualizations, methods, and criteria, which are
important to become a leader.

: Builds the  major differentiation
between ordinary & successful engineer leader.
Students are introduced to Ed DeBono's Six Thinking
Hats, the Combination method, Brinnovation
(breakthrough innovation), Benchmarking, Complexity
Theory, and TRIZ. From engineering and
management point of view.

This program builds the
ability to ask strategic questions because leadership
is not about knowing all the answers. It’s about
knowing what great questions to ask, and carefully
listening to those answers. Questions that inspire,
motivate, and empower the organization.

3. Viva-voce of Fourth
Semester subjects live. Storing on DVD & Review.

1. Game-changing communication
training program using the Content-based Instruction
methodology. World’s No.1 Knowledge-based
Communication Enhancement Program. Build skills to
convince, reason, negotiate, motivate & brainstorm.
Faster elarning, Longer retention and quicker retrieval.

: Effective preparations should
start early.  program supports result-
oriented preparation for GATE/CAT.

Viva-voce of Fifth
Semester subjects live. Storing on DVD & Review.

Based on Malcolm Baldrige
Criteria for Business Excellence & various business &
quality excellence model. Also covered are Business
Communication, Problem Solving, Personal and
Interpersonal Effectiveness, Networking Skills &
Interview Skills to ensure that candidates meet the
expectations of domestic/transnational employers.

2. Effective preparations should
start early. Espoir Solide program supports effective
preparation for GATE/CAT.

3. Viva-voce of Sixth
Semester subjects live. Storing on DVD & Review.

:
 Most critical part of any job

search is the “Interview”.  offers the
patented technology of Interview Simulation. Student
can attempt any number of realistic interviews before
the real interview.

2. : Effective preparations should
start early. Espoir Solide program supports effective
preparation for GATE/CAT.

3. : Viva-voce of Fifth
Semester subjects live. Storing on DVD & Review.

 program is founded on pragmatic research
- considering the requirement of the employers & current
lifestyles of students. It is easily implementable,
sustainable, engaging, flexible, and above all very
effective.  It ensures that the participants reach higher
echelons in their career, commanding higher salary, and
reach enviable positions in society. It has a holistic
approach about career & life, and doesn’t believe in
“somehow placing the students at some place”.

Students get innovative, systematic & personalized
inputs across all semesters and begins with the Third
Semester.

1.  Instills prestige & Pride about their
branch of engineering. It provides inspiring details and
explains the university/institute syllabus as a whole.
Students get the big picture of what they are into.

2. Objective is to assess each students
personality types and to help the students with the career
guidance and the best learning style suitable for him/her.

3. Developing the
technical leadership skills top industries look for. Here
higher thinking skills in oral form are practiced & tested.
Student is exposed to real life technical situations. Get
the DVDs of students’ responses for review.

1. This program help student  master
the process of purposeful, self-regulatory judgment,
which uses reasoned consideration to evidence, context,



According to 2010 AMA Critical Skills survey, Critical
thinking, creativity, collaboration, and communication skills
will become more important in a fast-paced, competitive
global economy.

Three out of four (75.7%) executives who responded to the
AMA survey said that they believe these skills and
competencies will become more important to their
organizations in the next three to five years.

When asked why they
believe these skills and
competencies are taking
on critical importance in
the business environment,
91% rated the pace of
change in business
today as the leading
cause, followed by global
competitiveness (86.5%),
the nature of
how work is accomplished
today (77.5%), and the
way organizations are
structured (66.3%).
Espoir Technologies is
World’s No.1 in
Contentbased
Instruction
language enhancement
products and
knowledgeapplication
simulators.

Espoir leverages on the
expertise gained in
building the most
satisfying careers to
thousands of
professionals across the
globe.

 ensures that
participants will be better
placed than most of their
peers. As technology
becomes a commodity, it
is imperative to develop
skill-sets, that create
innovative minds. Effective
learning in complex
domains is dependent on
several factors like
learning methodology,
content design and
development, trainer
quality, consistent tracking
and feedback along with a
personal touch.

Espoir Solide owns the
complete responsibility of
delivery of the entire
program.

The programs are
developed by industry
experts and managed by a
team of working CEOs
and delivered in blended-
learning environment.

They choose the easy way and try to
take the low-hanging fruit. They
“partner with” the providers of
commonly available teaching methods
and bundle them with popular IT
services. At the same time, Espoir
Solide contents are exclusive,
customized to your
university/institution and to the
particular student.

 like “Satellite

Technologies”, “Performance
Dashboards”, “Virtual Classrooms”,
“Learning Portals” etc. The fact is that
most of these facilities are easily
available on Internet!  is
managed locally with the expertise
gained internationally. There is
nothing “Virtual”. We work “Solid”!

 Espoir Solide
programs are copy-righted contents,
tests and assessments.

of their “knowledge partners” saying
certifications bring the dream job .
Tens of thousands of incidents prove
them wrong.  Espoir Solide advices
students about the certifications which
can contribute to his/her future.

 – through
“partnering corporates”. Go for a
google search! Internet sites and
consumer forums are full of stories
about their cheating.

—including
the ability to make decisions, solve problems,
and take action as appropriate.

73.3%

—the ability to
synthesize and transmit your ideas both in written
and oral formats

79.2%

—the ability to
work effectively with others, including those from
diverse groups and with opposing points of view.

72.3%

—the ability to see
what’s NOT there and make something happen. 66.4%



ONLY WITH
ESPOIR SOLIDE

We learn by doing. We
excel by strengthening
our strengths & working
on our deficiencies. High
end simulations are the
only way to  realize where
we stand with respect to
others in our field.

  presents
you the opportunity to use
World’s No.1 learning
tools with highly
acclaimed interactivity.

For example,
 communication

programs even records
your body-language!
Simulation programs
asses your actions!

Young engineers become
extra-ordinarily smart as
they get opportunities to
personally interact with
live-wire industry
professionals.

This helps them build
confidence and get rid of
prejudices.

 programs
ensures that key industry
professionals from their
domain address students.

provides the
platform that makes it
easy for potential
recruiters to access talent.
We align the data of the
talent pool with the
requiremnts of potential
recruiters & partner
companies.

Lectures of premier
institutes from Harvard
to IIT-Bombay streams
freely on the net.
Students don’t need
another Satellite feeding
of classes!

What our students need
is customized
supplementary learning
support that inspires,

keep them motivated,
360 degree grooming,
frequent assessment
and personalized career
guidance.

World Class learning
tools of
takes learning beyond
the four walls. We
implement AI

Simulator Enabled Class
rooms, World’s No.1
CBI-TB Programs for
Communication
Enhancement, Technical
Viva Simulation, LMS-
KM Systems, GATE-
CAT, IELTS, TOEFL
Programs,  Assessment
Engine, and Online
Mentoring Portal.

Faster learning, Longer retention and Quicker Retrieval

This is what the world
wants and what society
needs. It is the same for
us in engineering
education if we are to
meet the great
challenges of the
twenty-first century and
if we are to provide our
new engineers the
toolkit to carry them
through a tempestuous
40-year career.

Like a modern day
Oliver Twist, society
wants more. More of
what engineers do.
Solve problems. Find
solutions. Create new
things. Add more value.

The engineer
plays an ever-increasing
role as the integrator and
entrepreneur.  They will
need to have good team
skills and understand the
nature of innovation. The
nature of work has
changed and continues
to change. Every
day it becomes
less individualized
and more team-
based. Every day
it becomes less
local and more global.
Every day it becomes
more interdisciplinary
and less traditional.
As a result, soft skills will
be in demand even more
in the future. Working on

teams, listening, writing,
speaking, and
presenting ideas clearly
are among the skills that
engineers must develop.

Work moves around the
world at the speed of
electrons. And

engineering is
done where it
can add the
most value. The
result is an
everchanging

landscape for the
practicing engineer.
New engineers must
understand change and
change management.

“Only

Implements the

Imperatives.”
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Espoir House, 18, Shroff Suyash,

PK Shroff Marg, Baner Road,
Baner, Pune - 411 045

Tel: +91 (020) 4078 8787 / 8797

13/118, First floor,
Nawal Kishore Road,
Hazratganj,
Lucknow -226001
Phone: 0522-3227222 / 4004221


